REVIEW

McDSP SA-2
It’s effectively a plug-in emulation of an analogue box but not the sort of analogue box that plug-in
emulations tend to focus on. BILL LACEY enjoys an optimised dialog processor.

T

he McDSP SA-2 Dialog
Processor traces its origins
to a customized piece of
hardware built for sound
rerecording mixer Mike Minkler.
Minkler has an exceptional
credits list. It’s a stunning set of
achievements that date all the way
back to the mid-1970s and the
epic Star Wars: Episode IV — A
New Hope through the 1980s with
Speed and 1990s with JFK and
more recently Django Unchained.
Among his many accomplishments
are Academy Awards for Best Sound
Mixing for Black Hawk Down,
Dreamgirls and Chicago. Minkler
desired a hardware limiter to aid his
film dialog mixing and the result was
a 9-channel limiter labelled Sonic
Assault. While not satisfying his
initial needs, he found that using five
of the higher frequency bands made
for an extremely effective De-Esser
that allowed him to push dialog forward in a mix
without having to worry about the uncomfortable
edge that Minkler refers to as ‘spikes’. Having seen a
good number of the films he’s worked on I’d say he
was on to something good!
The box would be Minkler’s favourite tool and
would be employed in more than 100 films. As the
hardware aged over the years he began thinking
about a digital version of it and to the rescue came
Colin McDowell of McDSP. McDowell started out
working for Digidesign and was integrally involved
in early versions of Pro Tools plug-ins before moving
to Dolby and contributing to the development of
Dolby E. In 1998 he started McDSP and introduced
his first plug-in, Filter Bank. Today McDSP offers
an eclectic suite of plug-ins consisting of equalisers,
compressors, limiters and some specialty items,
including convolution reverb, tape emulation and one
of my personal favourites, FutzBox, which is best
described as a lo-fi distortion and noise generator.
Minkler’s hardware was located at Todd AO’s
Burbank studios in California. The McDSP crew
spent a few sessions there taking measurements
and discussing Minkler’s design preferences. There
were no schematics or documentation to work with,
adding to the challenge. The result was a plug-in that
satisfied Minkler, was true to the original design of the
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hardware, and offered some additional functionality
that Minkler embraced. Minkler has already used the
plug-in on the recently released film Insurgent.
The SA-2 (US£149 native; $249 HD) offers
five bands of active equalisation designed to help
manage sibilance, plosives, transients and overall
dialog intelligibility in a mix. These bands update their
response based on input level and threshold settings
and automatically calculate attack, release and ratio.
There is no description on the UI nor in the manual
to indicate exactly what frequencies are impacted,
but they are roughly close to 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11kHz.
The original hardware only had Threshold controls
and On/Off buttons. The SA-2 takes things a little
further with two modes that can dramatically affect
the end result. The Mode control offers three options
that impact active equalisation ballistics — Gentle,
Normal and Assault (the last in response to Minkler’s
preferences). The audible difference between these
are pretty substantial, as are the Band Mode controls
that influence frequency distribution and offer Narrow,
Normal, Wide and Vari. The various combinations
available yield an impressive variety of functionality.
The metering is slightly unconventional, but
mirrors the hardware accurately by displaying gain
reduction as a percentage rather than by decibel. As
maximum gain reduction is 12dB at 100%, 25%
indicates 3dB reduction at the target
frequency, 50% indicates 6dB and so
on. You can’t group all of the threshold
controls to increase or decrease values
simultaneously. Instead, you increase
or decrease the Input gain control to
influence the effective threshold and
then make the corresponding change
to the Output gain. A selection of
useful presets covering Dialog, Music
and Vocals are available to help get
you started. Flipping through the
various presets while listening is a
great way to preview the potential that
the SA-2 offers.
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In use I preferred to place mono instances on each
dialog track and a stereo instance on the dialog bus,
the latter to smooth everything over and glue the
sound together. While I tended to use the Normal and
Assault Modes for individual tracks, the Gentle or
Normal settings worked better on the bus. The Assault
Mode was particularly helpful in controlling harsh
high end in some material, such as when dealing with
reality television location sound recorded in less than
ideal circumstances.
McDSP is quick to point out that it is also a versatile
tool for vocals and music tracks. I’m not sure that it
would be my first choice, but I found it really helped
when working with music tracks that have been
continually recycled in television shows from stems
use or for mp3 tracks that have been upconverted to
Wav or Aiff in edit and passed off as full resolution
audio. The SA-2 is very effective in dialling back the
glassy sizzle and make the tracks more palatable.
There are a few things I’d like to see in a
future version. It would be great if you could solo
the individual bands and just hear the range of
frequencies being affected, similar to the operation of
the McDSP NF575 Noise Filter. It would also be nice
if you could group all of the threshold controls for
quick relative adjustment. At some point stickers were
placed on the original hardware above the threshold
knobs with descriptors such as ‘Low High’ and ‘Real
High’. I’d love to see those on the SA-2! An option to
view gain reduction as decibels wouldn’t hurt. And
because I like the Mode controls so much it would be
even better to allow for separate Modes for each band.
Finally I wouldn’t mind if the buttons and switches
were a little larger for the benefit of using a controller
like the Slate Raven or for when working with 4K or
Retina displays.
On the other hand, we’ve all come to be spoilt with
almost limitless options and capabilities for virtually
every tool in our kit. The beauty of the original
hardware is the simplicity of design and the ease of
use. The SA-2 does a great job of capturing that and
straying too far just may compromise its effectiveness.
In the tradition of ‘less is more’ the SA-2 just may
have hit on the right balance of simplicity and
customisation. It’s a wonderful sounding tool for
film and television work that’s easier to employ than
traditional methods and deserves a place in every
dialog mixer’s arsenal. n

PROS

Extremely ease to use; very effective
de-essing; flexible Mode options.

CONS

No band solo buttons; can’t group threshold
controls.

EXTRAS

In addition to VST plug-in format support, v6
includes a complete
upgrade to the entire
McDSP product
line. New user
interface features,
faster loading times,
and algorithm
optimisations across all formats are some of
the improvements in v6. Pro Tools users will
appreciate enhanced support for the Avid
S6 and S3 control surfaces. The latest v6.1
also includes SA-2, Revolver IR Tools, support
for S6 EQ and Dynamics curve data display
(AAX only), and support for Sonar (VST/VST3
versions). The McDSP v6 is a free upgrade to
v5 purchases (upgrades, plug-ins, bundles)
made after 2 January 2015.
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